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1- Children depend on their parents for many things. They………….on them.
1. avoid

2. rely

3. separate

4. disconnect

2- Ultimately, he will have to make the decision by himself. 'Ultimately' means…………
1. quickly

2. slowly

3. permanently

4. finally

3- Every human being is a product of biology, sociology, and personal experience, that is, of heredity

and…………. .
1. development

2. government

3. employment

4. environment

3. survival

4. survived

4- Exporting is necessary for our economic………….. .
1. survive

2. survives

5- Social scientists have documented cases of children who were deliberately raised in isolation.

'Deliberately, means…………. .
1. quietly

2. proposal

3. on purpose

4. in advance

6- Recovery after the accident will be a……….........……process that may take several months.
1. continue

2. continuous

3. continues

4. continuously

7- He acquired a lot of information in that training course. 'Acquired' means…………. .
1. gave

2. gained

3. presented

4. delivered

8- The behavior and actions that follow the accepted rules of society are called…………. .
1. divorce

2. diversity

3. separation

4. conformity

9- Socialization is the essential link between the …….........…….and society.
1. skill

2. country

3. freedom

4. individual

10- He has bought a highly…………..computer system, not a simple one.
1. sophisticated

2. sophisticate

3. sophisticates

4. sophisticatedly

11- His injuries were very………… .They were extremely bad and serious
1. soft

2. easy

3. severe

4. simple

12- The results of the experiment are not statically significant . 'Significant' means……… .
1. rare
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2. popular

3. important
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13- Interactionists suggest that a child's self-concept is defined and evaluated through ……...........…..

with significant others.
1. interaction

2. variation

3. rejection

4. reservation

14- His presence no longer…………… .
1. signified

2. significance

3. significant

4. significantly

15- My brother has many friends and……........……..here.
1. relate

2. relates

3. related

4. relatives

16- Agents of socialization are the persons, groups, or ………….that teach us what we need to know in

order to participate in society.
1. Pairs

2. institutions

3. individuals

4. institutes

3. reflect

4. reflects

17- She sipped her milk…………….. .
1. reflectively

2. reflective

18- My friend has done a lot of good activities and has worked hard in his office, so he

was…....................… .
1. fired

2. refused

3. reduced

4. rewarded

19- I told my mother that I wanted to marry Margaret, but she didn't………….. .
1. approve

2. approved

3. approves

4. approval

20- Many international travelers and businesspeople have learned the………........…of knowing what

gestures mean in various nations.
1. import

2. importance

3. important

4. importantly

3. survives

4. survived

21- Exporting is necessary for our economic…………….. .
1. survive

2. survival

22- Thank you for your kind…….............…… . You have had friendly and generous behavior towards us.
1. laziness

2. tiredness

3. dispute

4. hospitality
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23- There is a………........….in our family that we have a party on new year's Eve.
1. tradition

2. traditional

3. traditions

4. traditionally

24- A sudden, serious, and dangerous event or situation that needs immediate action to deal with is

called…………….. .
1. siren

2. perception

3. emergency

4. immigration

25- This sociologist described her condi-on when she was found in 1938. 'Sociologist' means…….. .
1. 

2.  

3.

 

4.    

26- From infancy, our families transmit cultural and social values to us. 'Transmit' means……… .
1.

  

2.

 

3.

 

4.

 

27- They wanted to determine the cause of the accident. 'Determine' means……….. .
1.

 

2.

  

3.

 !""#

4.

 $%&'#

28- Similar customs and practices do not necessarily constitute cultural universals. 'Customs'

means……… .
1. %()

2. "*+,

3. -

4. . 

29- He has a very good visual memory. 'Visual' means………… .
1. /0%

2. /0"

3.

"1#

4.

2"#

30- Farmers are struggling to cope with the invasion of insects. 'Invasion' means………
1.  #
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2. 3#

3. 4'#
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